Redesign!

Michael Bernstein
Stanford University
http://crowdresearch.stanford.edu
Our goal: soft launch Nov. 6
Today

- Leadership board vs. crowd research admins
- Surveys
- Implementation of authoring page
- Updated design of worker feed
- Open governance
- Round 3
Crowd research admin

vs. the leadership board
Crowd admin roles

- Michael, Rajan, Ranjay, Geza, etc.: we work with you to figure out how to make crowd research succeed
- If you have thoughts and feedback, tell us!
- The leadership board for Daemo focuses on Daemo issues, not about the crowd collaboration process
Survey incoming!

- Please speak with us before sending your own…
  - (especially if it might be perceived as divisive)

- Rajan is preparing a summative survey, look for it very soon. This is *super critical* for our future decisions, so please fill it out!

- Talk to Rajan if there’s anything you want to make sure is represented.
Survey incoming!

- We will be sharing the results (sans your IDs) back with the crowd (e.g., you)
Authoring page

DRI: Shirish
Worker design

DRI: Adam
Next: monitoring redesign
Open governance

DRI: Tryvison
Next round of crowd researchers!

Making plans…